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Volume II is finally finished and ready to go out. The cost is $400.00 and it will
only be sold to previous buyers of Volume I since you will need those computer
programs to follow along with the teaching and you will need to understand the
basics of astro cycles explained in that 1st Volume. Volume II advances the
concepts in volume I and explains many more subjects like Declinations and
Latitudes, Elongations, Retrogrades and Direct stations and their secret power
points, IPO date and origin points for cycle investigations, the key pairs of planets
to use, the numerology of degrees and angle pairs and their translation into prices,
planetary angles and square outs, and Square of Nine manipulations along with
intra-day methods, just to mention a few of the topics covered. While many of
these subjects were touched upon in volume I, you will now see the 'secret tweaks'
to these methods that allow you in only 30 seconds of time to make one calculation
on any chart and get a virtually guaranteed major turn, often the high or low for the
entire year and usually to the day. I show a good half dozen of these proprietary
secrets, many of which are not even revealed in my private seminars. Most of you
will only need just one of these to trade very successfully for the entire year but in
an effort to explain completely and exactly what is the cause of market movements
and highs and lows, I include all of them. I do not believe there is anything else
needed to be explained except for very minor adjustments and trading strategy. I
honestly believe this to be the finest written material I have ever put out and
seriously doubt any of my competitors even know these things exist. You will get
your monies worth at $400.00 and orders can go to my Paypal address of
mjenkins@stockcyclesforecast.com.
Checks can be mailed to:
Stock Cycles Forecast,
PO Box 652 Cathedral STA PO,
New York, N.Y. 10025-9998
Proof of prior purchase of Volume I is required or just send me the approximate
date of your prior PayPal or check and I can look it up.

If you did not buy Volume I and would like to buy the set of both Volume I and
II at the same purchase time I will sell both for $700. You can buy Volume I alone
for $425 with all the computer programs.
On the following pages are a few charts from Volume II with only the 'answers'
marked and these are NOT simple square of nine movements or longitudes of 30,
45 60, degrees etc. movements, but key secret manipulations that are unique to each
stock or market.

These above arrow markers are the results of usually ONE comprehensive calculation that
almost always gives results just like these and you know often years in advance when they take
place. They are based on principles that are virtually guaranteed to produce similar results since
they come from the core secret of all cyclic behavior. You only need to develop a strategy to
buy or sell with a stop near these dates and 99% of the work is done for you!
Volume II is similar to Volume I in size and will come as a notebook like Volume I.
This is proprietary material and copyrighted and you acknowledge by purchasing it that you will not
reproduce or reveal the information in this publication to anyone else. Since this is highly proprietary
material no refunds will be honored after receiving the material.
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